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Overview

 Why UNIX-style file access is insufficient

 High-performance parallel file access

 MPI-IO
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Parallel I/O Bottleneck

 I/O is much slower than CPU
 10-1000 MB/s versus 10-1000 Gflop/s

 Many I/O subsystems designed for high performance
 Good: optimized for contiguous large data transfers of >GB

 Bad: small I/O requests, non-contiguous accesses

 Bad: UNIX-like interface (single contiguous data access)

 Out of necessity, parallel applications usually perform
many small I/O requests of 1kB or less
 Realistic transfer rate <10% of peak I/O bandwidth
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“Parallel” I/O: Simple Solution

 Processes send data to P0

 P0 performs the file I/O
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“Parallel” I/O: Simple Solution

 The good
 I/O from only one process

 No specialized I/O library needed

 Results in single file is easy to manage

 Parallel code is easy to derive from original sequential code
(when parallelizing an application)

 Bigger block size leads to better performance

 The bad
 Single node bottleneck

 Poor performance when data size is significant

 Poor scalability

 Single point of failure
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Parallel I/O on Multiple Files

 Each process writes to a separate file

 The good:
 Parallel and better performance

 The bad:
 Must manage many small files

 How to read data back when the number of procs changes?
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Parallel I/O Library Support

 Multiple processes read/write data to a common file

 The good:
 Simultaneous I/O, ensures performance and scalability
 Maps to collective communications
 Single file is easy to manage

 The bad:
 Requires more complicated I/O library support
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Parallel I/O Example

P15P14P13P12

P11P10P9P8

P7P6P5P4

P3P2P1P0

8×8 array (block,block)-
distributed over 16 processors

a00..a01 a02..a03 a04..a05 a06..a07

a10..a11 a12..a13 a14..a15 a16..a17

P0 P1 P2 P3

a20..a21 a22..a23 a24..a25 a26..a27

a30..a31 a32..a33 a34..a35 a36..a37

…

P4 P5 P6 P7

Row-major array layout in file

Each process has a different “view” of the file content and starts
reading at a different displacement and skipping “holes”

For example: P0 reads bytes 0..7, 64..71, P1 reads 8..15, 72..79, …
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Parallel I/O Library Design

 Simple UNIX-like API is not sufficiently powerful
 Parallel I/O API problem

 Should provide simultaneous single file access

 Should provide contiguous and non-contiguous file access

 Should provide collective I/O operations

 Should provide synchronization and atomicity (locks)

 Should use standard basic and derived data types
(interoperability)

 Similar to message passing API…
 Writing ≈ sending, reading ≈ receiving

 Collective I/O on one file ≈ gather/scatter on one data set

 MPI provides features for synchronization and atomicity

 MPI provides interoperable data types
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MPI-IO

 MPI-IO is part of the MPI-2 standards for parallel I/O
 MPI-IO defines the following concepts:

 Etype (elementary data type)
 A basic data type or derived data type

 File
 Is an ordered collection of etypes
 Opened and manipulated collectively by a group of processes

 View
 Each process may have a different view of the file content
 A view provides non-contiguous file access, where a specific

mutually disjoint subset of the file is identified for each process

 File type
 The etype used to create a view

 Displacement (offset)
 Defines the location where a view begins with respect to a process
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MPI-IO Views

int MPI_File_set_view(MPI_File fh,
                      MPI_Offset disp,
                      MPI_Datatype etype, 
                      MPI_Datatype filetype,
                      char *datarep, 
                      MPI_Info info)

P0 filetype

P1 filetype

P2 filetype

etype

file

Displacement for P2
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Example Revisited

P15P14P13P12

P11P10P9P8

P7P6P5P4

P3P2P1P0

8×8 array (block,block)-
distributed over 16 processors

a00..a01 a02..a03 a04..a05 a06..a07

a10..a11 a12..a13 a14..a15 a16..a17

P0 P1 P2 P3

a20..a21 a22..a23 a24..a25 a26..a27

a30..a31 a32..a33 a34..a35 a36..a37

…

P4 P5 P6 P7

Row-major array layout in file

n_rows = 8
n_cols = 8
n_local_rows = 2
n_local_cols = 2
size = sizeof(int)
offset = (rank / 4) * n_cols * n_local_rows * size
       + (rank % 4) * n_local_cols * size
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MPI-IO Access Level 0

MPI_File_open(MPI_COMM_WORLD, “filename”,
              MPI_MODE_RDONLY, …, &fh);
for (i = 0; i < n_local_rows; i++) {
  MPI_File_seek(fh, offset + i*n_cols*size, MPI_SEEK_SET);
  MPI_File_read(fh, row[i], n_local_cols, MPI_INT, &stat);
}
MPI_File_close(&fh);

 Many independent, contiguous requests
 UNIX-style file access pattern

 Individual file pointers per process per file handle

 Not collective, non-blocking

offset + i*n_cols*size

row[i]
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MPI-IO Access Level 1

MPI_File_open(MPI_COMM_WORLD, “filename”,
              MPI_MODE_RDONLY, …, &fh);
for (i = 0; i < n_local_rows; i++) {
  MPI_File_seek(fh, offset + i*n_cols*size, MPI_SEEK_SET);
  MPI_File_read_all(fh, row[i], n_local_cols, MPI_INT, &stat);
}
MPI_File_close(&fh);

 Many collective, contiguous requests
 Processes access file at the same time

 Collective, blocking

 Improved efficiency through collectively orchestrated access

offset + i*n_cols*size

row[i]
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MPI-IO Access Level 2

MPI_Type_create_subarray(…, &subarray, …);
MPI_Type_commit(&subarray);
MPI_File_open(MPI_COMM_WORLD, “filename”,
              MPI_MODE_RDONLY, …, &fh);
MPI_File_set_view(fh, …, subarray, …);
MPI_File_read(fh, local_array, n_local_cols*n_local_rows,
              MPI_INT, &stat);
MPI_File_close(&fh);

 Single independent, non-contiguous request
 Each process creates a file type describing a subarray with
MPI_Type_create_subarray()

 Each process creates a view using MPI_File_set_view()(a
collective call) to access the non-contiguous data in the subarray

 Reads are independent
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MPI-IO Access Level 3

MPI_Type_create_subarray(…, &subarray, …);
MPI_Type_commit(&subarray);
MPI_File_open(MPI_COMM_WORLD, “filename”,
              MPI_MODE_RDONLY, …, &fh);
MPI_File_set_view(fh, …, subarray, …);
MPI_File_read_all(fh, local_array, n_local_cols*n_local_rows,
                  MPI_INT, &stat);
MPI_File_close(&fh);

 Single collective, non-contiguous request
 Each process creates a file type describing a subarray with
MPI_Type_create_subarray()

 Each process creates a view using MPI_File_set_view()(a
collective call) to access the non-contiguous data in the subarray

 Reads are collective
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MPI-IO Levels Overview

P0 P1 P2 P3

F
ile

 s
pa

ce

Processes

Level 0: independent contiguous
request

Level 1: collective contiguous
requests

Level 2: independent, non-
contiguous request using derived
data type

Level 3: collective, non-
contiguous requests using derived
data type
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MPI-IO Performance

 Performance of ROMIO in MB/s bandwidth for an
512×512×512 integer array

17511814.032
SGI

Origin2000

5633220.718NEC SX-4

1329.503.01256
Intel

Paragon

90.211.92.1364IBM SP

68.214.25.4264
HP

Exemplar

Level 3Level 2Level 0 / 1#procsMachine

Source: Thakur and Gropp, Argonne National Labs
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Parallel I/O Optimizations

 Data sieving

 The good
 High performance non-contiguous reads with lower system I/O

 The bad
 Memory requirements to store the potentially useless “holes”

User’s request for
non-contiguous
data from a file

Read contiguous
chunk into memory

Copy requested
portions into user’s
destination (single
or multiple buffers)
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Parallel I/O Optimizations

 Two-phase collective I/O

 When array layout on file differs from array layout on
processors, for example (block,*) → (block,block)
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MPI-IO Summary

 The higher the MPI-IO level of the access pattern, the
better the performance
 Collectives are faster than individual accesses
 A non-contiguous read (write) is faster than a series of

contiguous reads (writes)

 Choose an access level pattern based on application’s
I/O characteristics
 Few I/O operations, for example at initialization and completion

 Does not matter much

 Frequent I/O operations, for example each simulation timestep
 Perform I/O from multiple processes
 Combine data to perform large non-contiguous collective I/O

requests
 For n-dim arrays (n>1), choose an effective array distribution
 Use fast I/O hardware (more disks), fast file systems, avoid NFS, …
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Further Reading

 [SRC] Chapter 11


